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1. Introduction. Algebras satisfying the identity

(1) x(xa) + (ax)x = 2(xa)x

have been studied by Kosier [2] and by the author [3]. When such

an algebra is strictly power-associative over a field of characteristic

prime to six then, modulo its radical, it has an identity and is a direct

sum of simple algebras. The simple algebras of degree no less than

three are Jordan or quasi-associative. Those of degree two and nil-

stable were shown in [3] to be noncommutative Jordan algebras

that are /-simple and consequently in possession of a multiplication

table like that described by Kokoris [l]. In this paper we shall ob-

serve that when the ground field is ordered such an algebra is in

fact Jordan and point out noncommutative examples of such alge-

bras when the ground field is not ordered.

2. Let A, then, be a central simple strictly power-associative alge-

bra of degree two, nilstable, and satisfying (1) over the field F.

By [l], A has a basis B= {e,f, ai, a2, • • ■ , an} for some re^l where

(i) e and/ are orthogonal idempotents whose sum is the identity, 1,

of A, (ii) ea, = a</2+ £ya¿;ay for each i = 1, 2, • • -, re where |¡a¿y|| is

a skew symmetric matrix over F, (iii) a¿e = a¿ — eaf for each i, (iv)

a2 = l for each i, and (v) ataj = 2atl(e — f) + ^kUjkak for all distinct

i and j where €¿J^ is skew symmetric in its indices and vanishes when

two agree. Clearly then/a¿ = a,e, aíf = ea,-, and a¡ai= —aia¡ for all

distinct i and j. The new information here about multiplication in A

comes from substitutions of elements of B into (1).

Theorem. If, for such an algebra A, re¿3 or Fis ordered then A is

commutative.

First, (1) with a replaced by a< and x by e produces e(ea%)-sr(aie)e

= 2(eai)e. Adding e(a,e) + (ea¿)e to both sides and using the facts that

A is flexible and ate+e<Zi = a¿ yield a¿ = 4(ea,)e, i.e.,

a¿ = a« — 4 £ an ajk ak.

Thus, for each i and k, £y an a¡k = Q, i.e., |[a;y||2 = 0. In particular,

the diagonal entries, /„• an an — — £;«*}, of ||«¿y||2 vanish. This is

impossible for re ¿3 or F ordered unless each <*,-,• = 0.
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Again, (1) with substitutions becomes

(2) a¡(ajai) + (aia¡)a¡ = 2 (aya,) ay.

Now, for iv^j iA is clearly commutative when n= 1), aya,- = — a<ay is

a linear combination of the remaining a^'s, and so all products in (2)

are anticommutative. Thus

2(a,a,)ay = — 2(a¿ay)ay,        (a,ay)ay = 0,

/ . Ujk tkji a¡ = 0,
k.l

and so Z* e»i* €*y¡= 0 l0r a^ *'• 3< and ¿- ^n particular, 0 = Z* €¿j* e*í¿

= — Z* €«ti so that, when F is ordered, each e¿y¡fe = 0. When n ^3

then, by skew symmetry, each eilk = 0 or 0= Z^ fm — em with i, j, k

distinct. The vanishing of all a,y and í.-y* is exactly the condition for

commutativity in A.

The theorem fails when wS:4 and F is not ordered. For example,

when char F — p there exist a, ß, and y not all zero in F for which

a2+/82+72 = 0 (£ is a sum of three squares unless p=l mod 8, in

which case 2p is such a sum). It suffices to let

0

— a

-ß

—y

a p      y

0 y -ß

-y 0      a

ß -a      0

0 0

and e,yt=0 for ail i, j, and k to produce a noncommutative algebra

that satisfies (1). When char 7=0 but F is not ordered, —1 is a

sum of squares. Incase — 1 =\2 for some XG F choose:

0 1X0

-1 0     0     X

-X 0     0-1

0 -X      1      0
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